Thermal imaging systems are passive and non-intrusive, detecting day or night, in most weather, and over distances. As a result, they are invisible to intruders, allowing security personnel to monitor their actions without their knowledge, protecting people and assets before they are exposed to danger.

**Features:**

- Advanced Raytheon Technology
- State of the art thermal imaging
  - Cost effective
- Full motion and real time video
- Day or night full image resolution
  - Heavy duty pan and tilt
  - O ring sealed
- Weatherproof machined enclosure
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Detect threats, vandalism, and terrorism

Our computer automated detection system, using Infrared, Incorporated’s Thermofind™ software, features motion detection with audio visual remote alarm so that the operator does not have to continuously monitor the system to detect threats. Working in conjunction with Thermatect™ this one of a kind software package utilizes a unique process to first thermally detect intruders, vehicles, or boats with Thermatect™ then Thermofind™ tracks the movement. It is available in customized installation configurations including stand alone and web based intra and internet with various warning system options.

Options:
- Handheld, Mobile or Fixed
- Wireless
- Hardwire
- Fibre Optic

Many lens options with detectable distances to 20 km
- Thermostatically controlled heating and cooling
- Window wiper assembly
- Direct, computer, or LAN control
- Dual image with visual camera
- Control Software
  - Thermofind™ Motion Detection
  - Thermatect™ Thermal Detection

Save money, property, and lives!

Model numbers and specifications are subject to change without notice.